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Abstract

Mining association rules has been an important topic in data mining research in

recent years from the standpoint of supporting human-centered discovery of knowledge.

The present day model of mining association rules suffers from the following

shortcomings:(i) lack of user exploration and control, (ii) lack of focus, (iii) huge number

of rules technically unreadable.

All data mining researchers, have given a high importance on developing fast

algorithms for rules discovery, and have applied different types of constraints in different

algorithms to prune item sets, that do not occur frequently in the database, while

generating association rules in order to speed up the mining process, depriving the user

from guiding and tuning this process which in fact has been functioning like a black-box;

hence, resulting in an exponential explosion of data and bypassing the user's area of

interest.

In this thesis we introduce the idea of allowing the user to concatenate multiple

pruning methods and to apply them iteratively on the list of discovered association rules

to reduce its size by removing redundant and uninteresting rules so that the analysis of

these rules becomes easier, and more efficient

Ill
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CHAPTER I - Introduction and Problem Definition

1.1 Introduction

Data mining, which is also referred to as knowledge discovery in databases,

means a process of nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potentially

useful information from data in databases.

Association rules mining [2] is one area of data mining which focuses on the

discovery of associations among items such that the presence of some items in a

transaction will imply the presence of other items in the same transaction. The problem of

mining association rules as defined in related researches resides in the huge size of

transactions database used in the process, and it is divided into two parts:

1. Find all large itemsets for a predetermined minimum support.

2. Generate the association rules from the large itemsets found.

The most crucial factor that affects the performance of mining association rules is

to find efficient methods to resolve the first problem [6].

1.2 Problem Definition and Thesis Organization

In this thesis we emphasize a third problem, that was neglected earlier, which is

the huge amount of rules generated by any mining algorithm, that in its turn creates a big

problem for analysts reading these rules and trying to deduce relationships between

transactions items. In chapter one we give a brief definition of data and association rules



mining and we state the different problems facing these processes. An overview of the

reasons why data warehousing is needed for storing and managing data, and the steps of

how to create a data warehouse and what are its different components is provided in

chapter two in addition to the definition of data mining, and the discussion of its

requirements, challenges 'and its different types. In chapter three we present and describe

different association rules mining algorithms, sequential and parallel, starting with the

Apriori algorithm, which is considered the base of sequential association rules mining.

Chapter four describes the different pruning methods used, in already existing algorithms,

during the process of generating strong itemsets. In chapter five we explain our proposed

solution to solve the problem, by combining different pruning methods and applying

them on the association rules result set in an iterative way, and finally we conclude by

summarizing the results of our approach and discuss possible future extension. Appendix

A & B contain an overview of the association rules mining application used to generate a

list of rules that is used in our simulation program, and the listing of the simulation

program code respectively.
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CHAPTER II - Background and Motivation

2.1 Introduction

Companies over the last couple decades have done more logging and data capture

with the advent of computers with database capabilities. Many have found that these data

are quite useful to augment or focus market groups if only the information were available

for statistical analysis. Information technology itself has made possible revolutions in the

way that organizations today operate throughout the world. But the sad truth is that in

many organizations despite the availability of more and more powerful computers on

everyone's desks and communication networks that span the globe, large numbers of

executives and decision makers can't get their hands on critical information that already

exists in the organization.

Every day, organizations large and small create billions of bytes of data about all

aspects of their business, millions of individual facts about their customers, products,

operations and people. But for the most part, this data is locked up in a myriad of

computer systems and is exceedingly difficult to get at. This phenomenon has been

described as "data in jail". Experts have estimated that only a small fraction of the data

that is captured, processed and stored in the enterprise is actually available to executives

and decision makers. While technologies for the manipulation and presentation of data

have literally exploded, it is only recently that those involved in developing IT strategies

for large enterprises have concluded that large segments of the enterprise are "data poor".

As a result, Traditional ad hoc mixtures of statistical techniques and data management



tools are no longer adequate for storing, managing, and analyzing this vast collection of

data. Data warehousing is the new techniques for data storing and management, and data

mining is the new technique for extracting important information for decision makers.

2.2 Data Warehouse

2.2.1 Introduction

A data warehouse is a storage location for data that can support the reporting and

analytical needs of multiple departments across an organization. The data may be time

stamped to provide historical business information. In considering Intelligent

Transportation Systems (ITS), applications that support ITS systems require real-time

and at most day-old information, as there are special ongoing relationships between

collected data and traffic operations.

Data warehouses are a blending of technologies, including relational and multi-

dimensional databases, client/server architecture, graphical user interfaces and more.

Data in a data warehouse differ from operational systems data in that they can only be

read, not modified. Operational systems create, update and delete production data that

"feed" the data warehouse. The principal reason for developing a data warehouse is to

integrate operational data from various sources into a single and consistent warehouse

that supports analysis and decision-making within the enterprise. Several significant

challenges arise for a warehouse development team as a result of this mixture of

technologies [23] [24].
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2.2.2 Setting up and Maintaining a Data Warehouse

In order to develop and maintain a successful data warehouse, the following steps

should be done and documented:

a- Business Analysis: the determination of what information is required to

manage the business competitively.

b- Data Analysis: the examination of existing systems to determine what is

available and identify inconsistency.

c- Model Synthesis: the evolution of a new corporate information model,

including Meta data - data about data.

d- Design and prediction: the design of the physical data warehouse, its

creation and update mechanism, the means of presentation to the user and

any supporting infrastructure. In addition, estimation of the size of the data

warehouse, growth factor, throughput and response times, and the elapsed

time and resources required to create or update the data warehouse.

e- Implementation and Creation: the building or generation of new

software components to meet the need, along with prototypes, trials, high-

volume stress testing, the initial creation of the data, and resolution of

inconsistencies.

f- Exploitation: the usage of the data warehouse.

g- Update: the updating of the data warehouse with new data. This may

involve a mix of monthly, weekly, daily, hourly and instantaneous updates

of data and links to various data sources.

5



Figure 1: Data Warehouse Life Cycle

Improve
Existing
System

A key aspect of such a process is a feedback loop to improve or replace existing

data sources and to refine the data warehouse given the changing market and

business. A part that is often given little focus is to ensure that the system stays

operating to the required service levels to provide the maximum business continuity

see figure 1.

2.2.3 Data Warehouse Components

Data warehouses are composed of different components that are interrelated [22]

[24] (see figure 2). These components are:



	

2.2.3.1	 Current Detail.

The heart of a data warehouse is its current detail. It is the place where the bulk of

data resides. Current detail comes directly from operational systems and may be stored as

raw data or as an aggregation of raw data. Current detail, organized by subject area,

represents the entire enterprise, rather than a given application. Current detail is the

lowest level of data granularity in the data warehouse. Every data entity in current detail

is a snapshot, at a moment in time, representing the instance when the data are accurate.

Current detail is typically two to five years old. Current detail refreshment occurs as

frequently as necessary to support enterprise requirements.

	

2.2.3.2	 System of Record

A system of record is the source of the best or "rightist" data that feed the data

warehouse. The "rightist" data are those, which are most timely, complete, accurate, and

have the best structural conformance to the data warehouse. Often the "rightist" data are

closest to the source of entry into the production environment. In other cases, a system of

record may be one containing already summarized data.
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Data Warehouse Components
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Figure 2. Integration and Transformation Programs

Even the highest quality operational data cannot usually be copied, as is, into an

information warehouse. Raw operational data are virtually unintelligible to most end

users. Additionally, operational data seldom conform to the logical, subject-oriented

structure of an information warehouse. Further, different operational systems represent

data differently, use different codes for the same thing, squeeze multiple pieces of

information into one field, and more. Operational systems in most enterprises have been

developed independent of a common data architecture, which means that most

operational data are stored and managed redundantly and may even reside in many

different physical sources: old mainframe files, non-relational databases, indexed flat

files, even proprietary tape and card-based systems. These operational data must be

cleaned up, edited, and reformatted before being loaded into an information warehouse.
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As operational data items get transferred from their systems of record to an information

warehouse, integration and transformation programs convert them from application-

specific data into enterprise data. These integration and transformation programs perform

functions such as:

Reformatting, recalculating, or modifying key structures

• Adding time elements

• Identifying default values

• Supplying logic to choose between multiple data sources

• Summarizing, tallying, and merging data from multiple sources

When either operational or information warehouse environments change,

integration and transformation programs are modified to reflect that change.

2.2.3.3	 Archives

Information warehouse archives contain old data (normally over two years old) of

significant, continuing interest and value to the enterprise. There is usually a massive

amount of data stored in the information warehouse archives, with a low incidence of

access. Archive data are most often used for forecasting and trend analysis. Although

archive data may be stored with the same level of granularity as current detail, it is

more likely that archive data are aggregated as they are archived. Archives include not

only old data (in raw or summarized form); they also include the metadata that

describes the old data's characteristics.

we



2.2.3.4	 Metadata

One of the most important parts of an information warehouse is its metadata - or

data about data. Also called information warehouse architecture, metadata is integral to

all levels of the information warehouse, but exists and functions in a different dimension

from other warehouse data. Metadata that is used by information warehouse developers

to manage and control information warehouse creation and maintenance resides outside

the information warehouse. Metadata for information warehouse users is part of the

information warehouse itself and controls access and analysis of the information

warehouse contents. To an information warehouse user, metadata is like a "card catalog"

to the subjects available.

2.3 Data Mining

Data mining is a process through which interesting and previously unknown

patterns and correlations can be extracted automatically from large database of

information [7] [8] [14]. The problem of data mining is often posed as a problem of

discovering new knowledge from a store of facts, and as such is sometimes treated as a

machine learning problem, or knowledge Discovery in Databases. For example, in a

supermarket, the user can figure out which items are being sold most frequently. But this

is not the only type of 'trend', which one can possibly think of. The goal of database

mining is to automate this process of finding interesting patterns and trends. The output

of the data mining process should be a "summary" of the database. This goal is difficult

to achieve due to the vagueness associated with the term 'interesting'. The solution is to

define various types of trends and to look for only those trends in the database.

10



Over the past few years, research and development in data mining has

made great progresses. A number of research and application papers have appeared in the

literature. Many successful applications have been reported in various sectors such as

marketing, finance, banking, manufacturing and telecommunications. Some examples of

business applications include: Using data mining techniques to detect fraud, and money

laundering.

2.3.1 Requirements and Challenges of Data Mining

In order to conduct effective data mining, one needs to first examine what kind of

features an applied knowledge discovery system is expected to have and what kind of

challenges one may face at the development of data mining techniques [4]. These

challenges are:

1 - Handling different types of data

The diversity of data types and different goals of data mining make it

unrealistic to expect one data mining system to handle all kinds of data. Specific

data mining systems should be constructed for knowledge mining on specific kinds

of data, such as systems dedicated to knowledge mining in relational databases,

transaction databases, spatial databases, and multimedia databases

11



2- Efficiency and scalability of Data Mining Algorithms

The knowledge discovery algorithms must be efficient and scalable to

large databases. That is, the running time of a data-mining algorithm must be

predictable and acceptable in large databases.

3- Usefulness, Certainty, and expressiveness of data mining

The discovered knowledge should accurately portray the contents of the

database and be useful for certain applications. The imperfectness should be

expressed by measures of uncertainty, in the form of approximate rules or

quantitative rules.

4- Expression of various kinds of data mining requests and results

This requires us to express both the data mining requests and the

discovered knowledge in high-level languages or graphical user interfaces so that

nonexperts can specify the data-mining task and the discovered knowledge can be

understandable and directly usable by users.

5- Interactive mining knowledge at multiple abstraction level

Interactive discovery should be encouraged which allows a user to

interactively refine a data mining request, dynamically change data focusing,

progressively intensify a data mining process, and flexibly view the data and data

mining results at multiple abstraction levels and from different angles.

12



6- Mining information from different sources of data

Mining knowledge from different sources of formatted and unformatted

data with diverse data semantics poses new challenges to data mining.

7- Protection of privacy and data security

When data can be viewed from many different angles and at different

abstraction levels, it threatens the goal of protecting data security and guarding

against the invasion of privacy.

2.3.2 Different Types of Data Mining

2.3.2.1	 Multilevel Data Generalization, Summarization, and Characterization

Data and objects in databases often contain detailed information at primitive

concept levels. It is often desirable to summarize a large set: of data and present it at a

high concept level. Data generalization is a process, which abstracts a large set of

relevant data in a database from a low concept level to relatively high ones [8]. To

explore multiple concept level, one needs to provide data at multiple level of abstraction,

and efficient methods for multiple-level rule mining. The first requirement can be

satisfied by providing concept taxonomies from the primitive level concepts to higher

levels [16]

13



	

2.3.2.2	 Data Classification

The classification problem involves finding rules that partition the given data

into disjoint groups [1]. The input data for classification, also called the training set,

consists of multiple records, each having multiple features or attributes. Additionally,

each example is tagged with a special class label. The objective of classification is to

analyze the input data and to develop an accurate description or model for each class

using the features present in the data. The class descriptions can be used to classify

future test data for which the class labels are unknown, or to develop a better

understanding of each class in the data [11].

	

2.3.2.3	 Clustering Analysis

The process of grouping physical or abstract objects into classes of similar

objects is called clustering. Clustering analysis helps construct meaningful

partitioning of a large set of objects based on a "divide and conquer" methodology,

which decomposes a large-scale system into smaller components to simplify design

and implementation. As a data mining task, data clustering identifies clusters, or

densely populated regions, according to some distance measurement, in a large,

multidimensional data set. Given a large set of multidimensional data points, the data

space is usually not uniformly occupied by the data points. Data clustering identifies

the sparse and the crowded places, and hence discovers the overall distribution

patterns of the data set [8].

14



	

2.3.2.4	 Pattern-Based Similarity Search

Data mining can be described as the process of finding interesting patterns

in large databases. A lot of work has focused on defining the notion of interesting

patterns. Common approaches use statistical measures for finding interesting

patterns. Patterns whose value with respect to a given measure exceeds a user

specified threshold are considered as interesting patterns [14]. When searching for

similar patterns in a temporal or spatial-temporal database, two types of queries

are usually encountered in various data mining operations:

a. Object-relative similarity query in which a search is performed on a

collection of objects to find the ones that are within a user-defined

distance from the queried object.

b. All-pair similarity query where the objective is to find all the pairs of

elements that is within a user-specified distance from each other.

	

2.3.2.5	 Mining Path Traversal Patterns

In a distributed information-providing environment, documents or objects

are usually linked together to facilitate access (ex hyperlinks and URL addresses).

Clearly understanding user access patterns in such environments will not only

help improving the system design (ex providing efficient access between highly

correlated objects, better authorizing design for pages, etc.) but also be able to

lead to better marketing decisions (ex putting advertisement in proper places,

15



better customer/user classification and behavior analysis, etc.). Capturing user

access patterns in such environments is referred to as mining traversal path

patterns [8].

2.3.2.6	 Mining Association Rules

Association rule mining involves detecting which items tend to occur together in

transactions, and the association rules that relate them. It is commonly referred to as the

"basket data analysis" problem. Association rule mining has applications in cross-

marketing, attached mailing, add-on sales, store layout and customer segmentation based

on buying patterns to name a few [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [9] [10] [12].

Let I={i i , i2 , ..., in be a set of items. Let DB be a database of transactions, where each

transaction T is a set of items such that T c I. Given an itemset X c I, a transaction T

contains X if and only if X c I. An association rule is an implication of the form X = Y,

where X ci, Y c I, and X n Y = 0. The association rule X = Y holds in DB with

confidence c if c% of the transactions in DB that contain X also contains Y. The rule

X = Y has support s in the database DB if at least s% of the transactions in DB contains

X u Y. The confidence of the rule X - Y is calculated as s (XY) / s (X).

Given a minimum confidence threshold minconf and a minimum support threshold

minsup, the problem of mining association rules is to find all the association rules whose

confidence and support are larger than the respective thresholds. An itemset X is called

large if its support is not less then minsup. An association rule that has confidence greater

16



then the confidence threshold is called a strong rule to distinguish it from the weak ones,

i.e., those that do not meet the confidence thresholds [13].

17



CHAPTER III - Mining Association Rules Algorithms

3.1 Introduction

Since the introduction of the association rules mining concept in [2],

different mining algorithms have been written. Each algorithm tried to outcome

the performance and the quality of data generated by its predecessor. The

association rules mining algorithms discussed in this chapter are:

I- Apriori & DHP algorithm

2- AprioriTid algorithm

3- SetM algorithm

4- AIS algorithm

5- DMA algorithm

3.2 Apriori & DHP algorithm

The Apriori algorithm is one of the most popular algorithms in the mining of

association rules in a centralized database. The main idea of Apriori is outlined in

the following [6].

I. The large itemsets are computed through iterations, in every iteration the database

is scanned once and all large itemsets of the same size are computed. The large

itemsets are computed in the ascending order of their sizes.

2. In the first iteration, the size-1 large itemsets are computed by scanning the

database once. Subsequently, in the kth iteration (k>1), a set of candidate sets Ck

18



is created by applying the candidate set generating function. Apriori-gen on Lk1,

where Lk-1 is the set of all large (k-l)-itemsets found in iteration k-i Apriori-gen

generates only those k-itemset whose every (k-l)-itemset subset is in Lk-1. The

support counts of the candidate itemsets in Ck are then computed by scanning the

database once and the size-k large itemsets are extracted from the candidates.

Consider an example transaction database given in Table!. In each iteration, (or each

pass), Apriori constructs a candidate set of large itemset, counts the number of

occurrences of each itemset, and then determines large itemsets based on a predetermined

minimum support. In the first iteration, Apriori simply scans all the transactions to count

the number of occurrences for each item. The set of candidate 1-itemsets C 1 , obtained is

shown in Fig.2. Assuming that the minimum transaction support required is two (i.e., s =

50%), the set of large 1-itemsets, L 1 , composed of candidate 1-itemsets with the

minimum support required, can then be determined. To discover the set of large 2-

itemsets, in view of the fact that any subset of a large itemset must also have minimum

support, Apriori uses a function called apriori-gen that uses the following formula L 1 *

to generate a candidate set of itemsets C2 where * is an operation for concatenation in this

case. C2 consists of 2-item sets.

I L11

2
Next, the four transactions in D are scanned and the support of each candidate itemset in

C2 is counted. The middle table of the second row in Fig.2 represents the result from such

counting in C2 . The set of large 2-itemsets, L2 , is therefore determined on the support of

each candidate 2-itemset in C2.

19



Database D
TID	 Items
100	 ACD
200	 BCE
300	 A B C E
400	 BE

Tablel. An example transaction database for data mining

The set of candidate itemsets, C3, is generated from L2 as follows. From L2 two large 2-

itemsets with the same first item, such as {BC} and {BE}, are identified first. Then,

Apriori tests whether the 2-itemset {CE}, which consists of their second items,

constitutes a large 2-itemset or not. Since {CE} is a large itemset by itself, we know that

all the subsets of {BCE} are large then {BCE} becomes a candidate 3-itemset. There is

no other candidate 3-itemset from L2 . Apriori then scans all the transactions and discovers

the large 3-itemsets L3 in Table.2. Since there is no candidate 4-itemset to be constituted

from L3 , Apriori ends the process of discovering large itemsets.
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C3
rimset

{BCE}
Scan	 C3	 L3

D	 Itemset	 Sup.	 Itemset	 Sup.
-	 {BCE} 2	 {BCE} 2

Table.2 Generation of candidate itemsets and large itemsets

Similar to Apriori, DHP also generates candidate k-itemsets from Lk-1. However,

DI-IP employs a hash table, which is built in the previous pass, to test the eligibility of a

k-itemset. Instead of including all k-itemsets from Lk-1 * Lk-1 into CV, DHP adds a k-

itemset into Ck only if that k-itemset is hashed into a hash entry whose value is larger

than or equal to the minimum transaction support required. As a result, the size of

candidate set Ck can be reduced significantly. Such a filtering technique is particularly

powerful in reducing the size of C2 . DHP also reduces the database size progressively by

not only trimming each individual transaction size but also pruning the number of

transactions in the database. We note that both DHP and Apriori are iterative algorithms

on the large itemset size in the sense that the large k-itemsets are derived from the large

(k-I )-itemsets. These large itemset counting techniques are in fact applicable to dealing

with other data mining problems [8], [19].

3.3 AprioriTid

The AprioriTid algorithm, shown in figure 2, also uses the apriori-gen function to

determine the candidate itemsets before the pass begins. The interesting feature of this

algorithm is that the database D is not used for counting support after the first pass.

Rather, the set Ck is used for this purpose. Each member of the set Ck is of the form <TID,
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{Xk } >, where each Xk is a potentially large k-itemset present in the transaction with

identifier TID. For k = I,	 corresponds to the database D, although conceptually each

item I is replaced by the itemset {i}. For k > 1, is generated by the algorithm. The

member of k corresponding to transaction t is <t.TID, {c E CkIc contained in t}>. If a

transaction does not contain any candidate k-itemset, then Ck will not have an entry for

this transaction [4].

Example:

Consider the database in Table 2 and assume that minimum support is 2 transactions.

Calling appriori-gen with L 1 at step 4 gives the candidate itemset C 2 . In steps 6 through

10 we count the support of candidates in C 2 by iterating over the entries in 	 and

generate C2 . The first entry in is { {l} {3} (411, corresponding to transaction 100.

The Ct at step 7 corresponding to this entry t is { {1 3} }, because {l 3} is a member of

C2 and both ({ I 31 - { 11) and ({ I 31 - {3}) are members of 1,.set-of-itemsets. Calling

apriori-gen with L2 gives C3 . Making a pass over the data with C 2 and C3 generates C3.

Note that there is no entry in C 3 for the transaction with TIDs 100 and 400, since they do

not contain any of the itemsets in C 3 . The candidate (2 3 51 in C3 turns out to be large

and is the only member of L3 . When we generate C 4 using L3 , it turns out to be empty,

and we terminate.

Algorithm

I- L 1 = { large l-itemsets};

2- C 1 = database D;

3- For ( k = 2; Lk-1 ! 0; K-H-) do begin
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L1 C2

4- Ck = appriori-gen (Lk-1); //New candidates

5- Ck=ø

6- For all entries t c C 1 do begin

7- Ct = {c E Ck I (c - c[k]) E t.set-of-itemsets}

& (c—c[k-1]) E t.set- of-itemsets}

8- For all candidates c E Ct do

9- c.count++;

10- if(C ! 0) then Ck + <t.TID, Ci>;

11- end

12- Lk = {c E Ck I c.count >=minsup}

13- end

14- Answer = Uk Lk;

Database	 C1

TID	 Items	 TID
100	 134	 100
200	 235	 200
300	 1235	 300
400	 25	 400

Set-•Of-Itemsets
{{1}, {3}, {4 }}
{ {2}, {3}, {5} }
{ { l }, {2}, {3}, {5} }
{ {2}, {5} }
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C3
Itemset I Support
{235}	 1 2

C3
TID	 Set-Of-Itemsets
200	 {{235}}
300	 {{235}}

L3
Itemset	 Support
{235}	 2

TID	 Set-Of-Itemsets
100	 {{13}}
200	 ((2 31, {2 51, (3 51

}
300	 ((1 21, {1 31, {1 51,

{23},{25},{35}}
400	 f	 5 1 1

Itemset	 Support
{13}	 2
{23}	 2

{25}	 3

{35}	 2

Table 3: Generation of candidate and large itemsets using apprioriTid algorithm

3.4 The SetM Algorithm

The SetM algorithm was motivated by the desire to use SQL to compute large

itemsets. Candidate itemsets are generated on the fly as the database is scanned. However

to use the standard SQL join operation for candidate generation, SetM separates

candidate generation from counting. It saves a copy of the candidate itemset together with

the TID of the generating transaction in a sequential structure. At the end of the pass, the

support count of the candidate itemsets is determined by sorting and aggregating this

sequential structure [4].
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SetM remembers the TIDs of the generating transactions with the candidate

itemsets. To avoid needing a subset operation, it uses this information to determine the

large itemsets contained in the transaction read. Lk c Ck and is obtained by deleting those

candidates that do not have minimum support. Assuming that the database is sorted in

TID order, SETM can easily find large itemsets contained in a transaction in the next pass

by sorting Lk on TID. In fact it needs to visit every member of L.k only once in the TID

order, and the candidate generation can be performed using the relational merge-join

operation.

The disadvantage of this approach is mainly due to the size of candidate sets

For each candidate itemset, the candidate set now has as many entries as the number of

transactions in which the candidate itemset is present. Moreover, when we are ready to

count the support for candidate itemsets at the end of the pass, Ck is in the wrong order

and needs to be sorted on itemstes that do not have minimum support, the resulting set

needs another sort on TID before it can be used for generating candidates in the next

pass.

3.5 The AIS Algorithm

In AIS, candidate itemsets are generated and counted on the fly as the database is

scanned. After reading a transaction it is determined which of the itemsets that were

found to be large in the previous pass are contained in this transaction. New candidate

itemsets are generated by extending these large itemsets with other items in the

transaction. A large itemset L is extended with only those items that are large and occur

later in the lexicographic ordering of items than any of the items in L. the candidates
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generated from a transaction are added to the set of candidate itemsets maintained in for

the pass, or the counts of the corresponding entries are increased if they were created by

an earlier transaction [4].

Algorithm

1- L 1 = { Iarge .l-itemsets};

2- for (k = 2; Lk-1	 0; k++) do begin

3- Ck=O;

4- forail transactions t	 D do begin

5- L = subset(Lk i ,t); II Large itemsets contained in t

6- forall large itemsets It E Lt do begin

7- Ct = I - extensions of it contained in t; II Candidates contained in t

8- forail candidates c e C t do

9- if (C E Ck ) then

10- add 1 to the count of c in the corresponding entry in Ck

II-	 else

12- add ctoCk with a count of 1;

13- end

14- Lk = {c E Ck I c.count >= minsup}

15- end

16-Answer = Uk Lk;
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3.6 DMA (distributed mining of association rules) Algorithm

Let DB be a partitioned database located at n sites S', 2, •••, S . The database

partitions at these sites are [DB', DB2 , ..., DB]. (In the following, the convention of

attaching a superscript i on a notation to denote the corresponding distributed notation for

site S is adopted.

Let the size of DB and the partitions DB' be D and D', respectively. For a given

itemset X, let X.sup and X.sup' be the respective support counts of X in DB and DB'.

X.sup is called the global support count and X.sup' the local support count of X at site S.

For a given minimum support s, X is globally large if X.sup ^! s x D; correspondingly, X

is locally large at site S 1 , if X.sup s x D. In the following, L is used to denote all the

globally large itemsets in DB and Lk to denote all globally large k-itemsets in L. The

problem of mining association rules in distributed database DB can be reduced to the

finding of all globally large itemsets [9].

To ensure that DMA requires only 0(n) messages for every candidate set in all

cases, DMA uses some simple assignment functions, which could be a hash function, to

determine a polling site for each candidate set. For each candidate set X, its polling site is

responsible for broadcasting the polling request, collecting the support counts, and

determining whether X is large. Since there is only one polling site for each candidate set

X, the number of messages for X is 0(n). In the kth iteration, after the local pruning phase

has been completed at a site 5', DMA uses the following procedure to do the polling.

1) Candidates sent to Polling Sites. 5' acts as a home site of its candidate sets; for

every polling site Si, 5' finds all the candidate sets LL'k whose polling site are Si

and stores them in LL"1 k , (i.e., candidates are being divided into groups according
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to their polling sites), the local support counts of the candidate sets are also stored

in the corresponding set LL " k ; sends each LL"3 k to the corresponding S1.

2) Polling Site send Polling Request. S' acts as polling site; S' receives all LLk

sent to it from the other sites; for every candidate set X received, S finds the list

of originating sites from which X is being sent; S 1 then broadcasts the polling

requests to the other sites not on the list to collect the support counts.

3) Remote Site reply Polling Requests. S' acts as a remote site to reply polling

requests sent to it; for every polling request LL" k from polling site S, S' sends

the local support counts of the candidates in LL" k back to SP. (There is no need to

scan the partition D' again to find the local support counts. It is found already

during the local pruning. Please see section 4.1 for details.

4) Polling Site Compute Heavy Itemsets. S acts as a polling site to compute the

heavy itemsets; S 1 receives the support counts from the other sites; computes the

global support counts for its candidates in LL k and finds the heavy itemsets;

eventually, S' broadcasts the heavy itemsets together with their global support

counts to all the sites.

Algorithm

Input:

1) DB': the database partition at each sit, (its size is equal to D1);

2) S: the minimum support threshold; both submitted at each site S , (I = 1, ..

Output: L:the set of all large itemsets in DB, returned at every site;
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Method: iterates the following program fragment distributively at each site S' starting

from k = I, where k is the iteration loop counter; the algorithm terminates when either

Lk returned is empty or the set of candidate sets CH k is empty.

/* Local Pruning *1

if k I then

scan DB'to compute T'1;

/ V 1 is an array containing all size-I itemsets in DB' and their local support *1

/ counts in site S /

else {

CHk = U= 1 CH'k U1=1 Apriori-gen(CH'k.l);

1* generate size-k candidate sets I

scan DB1 to build the hash tree T'k ;}

I T'k contains all candidate sets in CHk and their support countsn in S' /

for—all X E T'k do

if X.sup ^! s x D' then

forj = Ito n do

if polling_site(X) = Si then add (X,X.sup') into LL1k';

1* compute the locally large candidates and divide them according to their */

/* polling sites /

/ send candidates to polling sites /

for j = 1,.. .,n do
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send LL"k to site Si;

/ receive candidates as a polling site I

for j = l,...,n do {

receive LL"k;

for all X (=- LL"kdo {

store X in LP'k;

update X.Iarge_sites in LP' k to record the sites at which X is locally large;}

}

/ send polling requests as a polling site to collect support counts /

for all X e LP' k do {

broadcast polling requests for X to the sites S', where 5-' 0 X.large_sites;

receive X.sup' from the sites Si, where Si 0 X.large_sites;

If

1* compute global support counts and heavy itemsets /

for all X e LPk do{

X.sup =	 II X.sup';

If X.sup ^! s x D then insert X into H'k;

/ filter out the heavy k-itemsets */;

broadcast Hk;

receive I-Uk from all other sites S-

return Lk = UI=,H'k.
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CHAPTER IV - Different Pruning Methods

4.1 Introduction

As the target of discovery is not fixed, association rules can reveal valuable,

unexpected information. This strength of association rules has a drawback: there can be

quite many rules holding with sufficient strength in the data set. Different pruning

methods are used in different algorithms to solve this problem; hence, resulting in a

smaller and clearer set of association rules. In this section we describe some of these

methods in details showing the advantages and limitations of each of them.

These methods are:

4.2 Support constraint

The support of a rule is the number of transactions in the database DB that

support the rule. It is defined to be the fraction of transactions in DB that satisfies the

union of items in the consequent and antecedent of the rule. Support should not be

confused with confidence. While confidence is a measure of the rule's strength, support

corresponds to statistical significance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 119] 
[10] [11] [16] [19]

[21]. Besides statistical significance, another motivation for support constraints comes

from the fact that we are usually interested only in rules with support above some

minimum threshold for business reasons. If the support is not large enough, it means that

the rule is not worth consideration or that it is simply less preferred. By setting the

threshold "minsup" and "minconf' sufficiently high, it may of course be possible to
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obtain a rule set with only a few rules. The problem with this method is, however, that

such pruning often loses important information. On the other hand, not all rules with high

confidence and support are interesting. Rules can fail to be interesting for several reasons:

A rule can correspond to prior knowledge or expectations.

A rule can refer to uninteresting attributes or attribute combinations

Rules can be redundant

Ex 1:
In any educational institution, basic courses are taken before graduate ones, so the

following kind of rules are expected:

Design and analysis of algorithm (graduate course) => Advanced programming in

Pascal (Basic course).

Ex2:

Advanced programming in Pascal (Basic course) > Programming in Pascal

(basic course). This rule is useless if the user is only interested in graduate courses.

4.3 Syntactic Constraint

Syntactic constraints involve restrictions on predicates and attributes that can

appear in the rule. For example, we may be interested only in rules that have attribute x

appearing in the consequent, or rules that have an attribute y appearing in the antecedent.

Combinations of the above constraints are also possible - we may request all rules that

have attribute from some predefined set X to appear in the consequent, and attribute from

some other set Y to appear in the antecedent [5] [10].
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Interesting and uninteresting classes of rules can be specified with templates.

Templates describe a set of rules by specifying what attributes occur in the antecedent

and what attribute is the consequent. With templates, the user can explicitly specify both

what is interesting and what is not. To be interesting, a rule has to match an inclusive

template. If a rule, however, matches a restrictive template, it is considered uninteresting.

To be presented to the user a rule must be interesting.

Ex:

Find all rules that have "sugar" as consequent.

Find all rules that have "beer" in the antecedent

Find all rules that have "potato chips" in the antecedent and "tomato sauce" in the

consequent.

4.4 Conviction Constraint

If we have a rule X - Y with high confidence, one might be inclined to believe

that this rule is an interesting finding. But if the support of Y is greater than the support

of X than this rule is not interesting because it doesn't have conviction power. To filter

out such kind of misleading associations, one may define that an association rule "X

-Y" has conviction power if the confidence exceeds a certain measure, or formally,

P(XnY) - P(Y)> d,
P(X)

or alternatively, P(XnY) - P(X) * P(Y)> k, where k is a suitable constant [3] [8]. The

expressions above essentially represent tests of statistical independence. Clearly, the
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factor of statistical dependence among various user behaviors analyzed has to be taken

into consideration for the determination of the conviction of association rules.

Ex: Bread, Butter --> Milk (confidence = 80%). This rule says that 80% of the people

who purchase Bread and Butter also purchase Milk. But if 85% of the population under

examination purchases Milk then this rule is actually quite uninteresting since it

characterizes a population that is even less likely to buy milk than the average shopper.

4.5 Minimum Improvement constraint

The improvement of a rule is defined as the minimum difference between its

confidence and the confidence of any proper sub-rule with the same consequent

[3][5][6][13][14]. More formally, given a rule A - C:

imp (A-C) = mm (VA' c A, conf(A 4 C)— conf(A' - C))

If the improvement of a rule is positive, then removing any non-empty combination of

items from its antecedent will drop its confidence by at least its improvement. Thus,

every item and every combination of items present in the antecedent of a large-

improvement rule is an important contributor to its predictive ability. A rule with

negative improvement is redundant and typically undesirable because the rule can be

simplified to yield a proper sub-rule that is more predictive, and applies to an equal or

larger population due to the antecedent containment relationship. An improvement

greater than 0 is thus a desirable constraint in almost any application of association rule

mining. A larger minimum on improvement is also often justified because most rules in

dense data sets are not useful due to conditions or combinations of conditions that add

only a marginal increase in confidence.
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Ex: if we have two rules A - C and A, B - C, the second rule is considered to be

redundant if its improvement fall below the minimum improvement threshold specified

by the user
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CHAPTER V - Proposed Algorithm: Iterative Pruning
Methods

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters we have discussed the data mining concepts in general

and the mining of association rules in specific, then we presented the different pruning

algorithms applied independently on transaction databases to generate association rules.

In this chapter we will prove that combining different pruning methods and applying

them to the list of generated association rules, which we call post-mining phase, is more

advantageous and results in more informative, analyzable, and non-redundant rules.

A simulation program is used, to test our approach of applying different pruning

methods on the list of rules iteratively, and is divided into two parts: in the first part we

used an already existing association rules mining software called CBA to generate the list

of association rules (see Appendix A), and in the second part we wrote a software

realizing the amalgamation of the different pruning methods, using power builder version

7, and we applied this software on the list of rules generated by CBA (see Appendix B).

5.2 Description

All previous researches were focused on finding an algorithm that reduces the

number of database passes due to limitations in hardware technology at that time, which

resulted in very large and unacceptable processing time; Therefore, they used to apply

high Support constraint in the generation of association rules, in order to reduce the

number of itemsets generated during the process of association rules mining; hence
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sacrificing useful information. Whereas nowadays hardware technology has evolved

tremendously allowing the processing time to become hundreds of times faster;

Therefore, in our algorithm we set the support threshold to be low in the phase of

generating the list of association rules, which we call in this paper pre-mining phase, thus

eliminating the loss of useful information by having more rules. Some items have low

support due to different factors such as time, occasions, sales, and holidays; still they are

interesting to the user. Examples of these items are wine, ice cream, gifts, and expensive

objects. Customers usually buy small quantities of expensive objects but this information

is very important to the user, because maybe selling one expensive object worth selling

hundreds of other objects. Or if we want to take medical researches as an example where

the coexistence of two specific genes or a wide variety of combination of genes in the

same cell with an additional unknown factor, might cause a fatal disease, the support and

confidence of such rules might be low but the meaning of the rules is very important. Out

of these rules we remove the redundant ones using the combined pruning methods,

resulting in a set of meaningful association rules with no, or minimal redundant

information.

After applying a low support on the list of itemsets in the pre-mining phase, the

result set we get is big so we give the user the option of applying one or a combination of

the following pruning methods (constraints) iteratively to remove uninteresting rules.

The different constraints used in addition to the support constraint are:

I - Conviction constraint

2- Redundancy and improvement constraint

3- Syntactic constraints including restrictive and inclusive templates
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The first pruning method, if selected, is applied by checking the support of the

items in the consequent if greater than every item in the antecedent. If yes then this rule

means that the antecedent items are not the cause of the existence of the consequent ones.

Even though this kind of rules have a high support and confidence meaning they are

syntactically correct hence they pass the support constraint undetected, they are not

interesting, on the contrary they are semantically wrong and misleading to the user so we

prune them, thus reducing the list of association rules and the ambiguity that might be

caused to the user, and because the support is already saved with the rules it is an easy

and fast process.

Ex:

Consider the following case of mining the survey results in a school of 5,000

students. A retailer of breakfast cereal surveys the students on the activities they engage

in the morning. The data show that 60% of students (i.e., 3,000 students) play basketball,

75% of students (i.e., 3,750 students) eat cereal, and 40% of them (i.e., 2,000 students)

both play basketball and eat cereal. Suppose that a data mining program for discovering

association rules is run on the data with the following settings: the minimal student

support is 2,000. The following association rule will be produced:: "(Play basketball) =

(eat cereal)", since this rule contains the minimal student support and the corresponding

confidence

2000 = 0.66
3000

is larger than the minimal confidence required. However, the above association rule is

misleading since the overall percentage of students eating cereal is 75%, even larger than

66%. That is, playing basketball and eating cereals are in fact negatively associated; i.e.,
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being involved in one decreases the likelihood of being involved in the other. Without

fully understanding this aspect, one could make wrong business decisions from the rules

derived.

Still we have redundant rules in the list, which makes it big and confusing. To

remove or at least reduce this redundancy we apply the redundancy pruning method, if

selected by the user. To do so we check for every rule X - Y if there exist a rule X &Z

4 Y with approximately similar confidence, if yes then X&Z - Y is considered to be

redundant and pruned. Doing so, we helped the user minimize the number of rules in the

list to be analyzed and the number of attributes in the antecedent for a specific set of

attributes in the consequent, hence making the rules clearer to read and easier to

understand.

With syntactic constraints applied after usefulness and redundancy pruning

methods, we allow human intervention to guide the pruning process and remove all rules

relating to previous knowledge, or uninteresting subject to the user thus reducing the

number of rules upon which conclusions should be made. This way we help the user if he

wants to investigate a certain hypothesis to focus on the specific area he is interested in.

However, this is not all that can be said. The syntactic constraints are applied in the

system in the form of restrictive or/and inclusive templates, where the user repeatedly

specifies new templates based on what he found in the answers of his previous ones,

these templates are transformed into queries. If we consider that the session consists of,

say, 20 inclusive or restrictive conditions, which means 20 queries that amount to

standard retrieval queries on the materialized mining results. In contrast, answering every
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single of the 20 queries using the list of strong itemsets, will involve at least 20, and often

many more, passes over the data, as each of these filters applied in the pre-mining

process involves a separate mining operation. We can analyze the situation as follows: let

us consider that the user issues a total of 'M' data mining queries over a database of size

'N'. Suppose that the total number of association rules (given a minimal support

requirement) over these data equals to 'R'. Let 'T' be the time required to generate all

these rules. Moreover, it is not unreasonable to estimate that each filter applied to

association rules executes in time proportional to 'R', and that each filter applied to

itemsets list, executes in time proportional to 'N'. Then the total time. spent on applying

these rules over the set of association rules is T + M*R , whereas the time spent on

applying them over the set of strong itemsets is M*N. Hence, if N> R, which is always

the case, then our approach achieves faster pruning.

After the user finishes from cleaning and filtering the data, a tool is provided for

him to get a generalized view of the rules by replacing the items with their categories that

usually exist with the item definition in the database. With such a view the user can make

better decision, because sometimes interesting associations among data items often occur

at a relatively high concept level. The purchase patterns in a transaction database may not

show any substantial regularity at the primitive data level, such as the barcode level, but

may show some interesting regularities at some high concept level such as item category;

therefore, it is important to have a view at a generalized abstraction level or at multiple

levels. For example, suppose we have the following rules:
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1- Fantasia, Heinz - seven up

2- Pringles, Dollis - coke

3- Jacket, Shirts - Shoes

4- Ski Pants - Ski Boots

And suppose that these items are categorized as follows:

Figure 3. Items categories

If we replace the items by their categories we get the following rules:

Potato Chips, ketchup - soft drink

Clothes - Footwear
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From these rules the user knows that if he puts soft drinks next to potato chips and

ketchup, and Footwear next to clothes he will increase the sale of soft drinks and

footwear.

5.3 Advantages of our approach

The major advantages of using the proposed approach in this thesis are:

I- Every pruning method works in a specific way and it has its benefits and

advantages. IF we look at the first pruning method used, which is the support

constraint, we see that it has removed all rules that are not strong because their

percentage of appearance in the database is very low which helped us in reducing

the size of our database. By applying the second constraint, which is the

conviction constraint we removed all rules that are semantically wrong hence

reduced the complexity of the rules in the database. The third constraint used,

minimum improvement constraint helped us remove all unnecessary rules that are

not adding up to our knowledge hence we increased the comprehensibility and

reduced the complexity of the database. The final pruning method used, using the

inclusive and restrictive constraints helped the user get rid of all rules that are of

previous knowledge hence uninteresting. By combining these rules we add up all

these advantages and benefits thus we eliminated redundancy, increased

comprehensibility, and improved the readability of the rules.
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2- Our algorithm is not dependent on specific mining software. We can use any

acceptable mining software and apply the combined pruning method on it. All we

have to do is write a small gateway code to read the mined association rules result

set; therefore, allowing the user select the mining software he considers best fit to

his type of data and at the same time benefit from using our combined pruning

methods.

3- As mining association rules has become a very important topic in computing

science and discovering pruning methods a major part of that topic, a lot of new

pruning methodologies will keep appearing. By using our approach we can add as

much pruning methods as we want without touching the core code of the mining

software, thus benefiting from newly discovered pruning methods without the

need of big investment in new association rules mining software.

4- Due to the fact that there will be always unknown factors that will affect the

strength of the rules, sometimes rules with low support and confidence are

important to the user, and needs to investigate them more; therefore, we gave him

the option to choose which pruning method to use and which one to omit, and this

option is not available in any other approach.

5- Although a lot of useful information can be extracted from the MBA (Market

Basket Analysis) using association rules mining, sometimes the user is interested

in a relatively small part of the result set that is directly related to his area of
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work; thus browsing a huge amount of information could be confusing to the user.

In our approach we gave the user the ability to focus on his area of interest by

pruning all the rules that do not fall under his focus area.

6- Our algorithm emphasized and provided a solution for the problem of the huge

amount of discovered association rules by pruning redundant and useless rules,

and providing a clearer and more expressive output to the user so that better

conclusions can be made and wiser decision could be taken.

5.4 Simulation

In the process of testing our approach we applied the different pruning methods

discussed earlier in this thesis separately, using the simulation program we developed, on

a list of four hundred and eight rules generated by the association rules mining algorithm

"CBA" from a set of supermarket transactions where the support and confidence

threshold were set to be 20% each. When we applied the conviction constraint pruning

method, 74 rules did not have enough conviction power; hence they were pruned. 307

rules were found redundant after specifying an improvement ratio of 20% and applying

the redundancy pruning method, and were pruned also. Finally we restricted all rules

having the item ketchup in their antecedent from appearing thus removing 14 rules (see

graphl).
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Graph I. Implementation of the different pruning methods separately on 408 rules

As it is clearly showing in graph 1, the best result we got when applying the

pruning methods separately is one hundred and one interesting rule resulting from the

application of the redundancy constraint. To test the effectiveness of our approach, we

applied in pass two through seven the above-mentioned pruning methods iteratively, each

method on the result set of the previous one, in the below sequences:

I-	 Sequence 1: Conviction constraint, Redundancy constraint, Syntactic constraint

2- Sequence 2: Redundancy constraint, conviction constraint, Syntactic constraint

3- Sequence 3: Syntactic constraint, Conviction constraint, Redundancy constraint

4- Sequence 4: Syntactic constraint, Redundancy constraint, Conviction constraint

5- Sequence 5: Redundancy constraint, Syntactic constraint, Conviction constraint

6- Sequence 6: Conviction constraint, Syntactic constraint, Redundancy constraint
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When we applied the pruning methods using sequence 1 we reduced the number

of rules from one hundred and one rule in the previous pass to only seventy four rules as

shown in graph 2.

Number of Rules

Graph 2. Implementation of the pruning methods iteratively using sequence I

Using Sequence 2 in pass three, we ended up having fifty interesting rules; hence,

better than pass two (see graph3).
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Graph 3. Implementation of the pruning methods iteratively using sequence 2

With sequence 3 applied in pass 4 three hundred and fifty four rules where found

uninteresting; hence, pruned (see graph 4).
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Graph 4. Implementation of the pruning methods iteratively using sequence 3
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In pass 5 and 6 we applied the pruning methods using sequences 4 and 5

respectively, and the percentage of rules pruned proved to be better than the previous

passes (see graphs 5 and 6).

Number of Rules

Graph 5. Implementation of the pruning methods iteratively using sequence 4
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Graph 6. Implementation of the pruning methods iteratively using sequence 5
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Graph 7. Implementation of the pruning methods iteratively using sequence 6

With sequence 6 applied in pass 7 we managed to prune three hundred and thirty

nine uninteresting rules. Although we achieved good results with this pass, results of passes

2 through 5 were better.

To compare the results of the seven passes, we projected them in one graph using

the best performance from pass one and the final results from pass two through six (see

graph8)
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Graph 8. Comparison between the best result in pass I and the final results in pass 2 through 6

As it is clearly showing in graph 8, applying the pruning methods iteratively in

the best sequence resulted in reducing the number of rules from four hundred and eight

rules before pruning to become only forty two rules after pruning, which-means more

than 90% of the rules were found uninteresting to the user and were pruned; hence,

making the list of remaining association rules smaller, clearer and easier to understand

and analyze. In spite of the importance of the pruning methods application sequence over

the association rules, the sequence that performed the worst pruned 6.62 % more rules

than the best pruning method when applied separately.
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CHAPTER VI— Conclusion & Future Work

In this thesis, we presented the problem of mining association rules and suggested

the application of different pruning methods on association rules instead of on large and

strong item-sets to solve the problem of loosing important information due to the

specification of high support and confidence thresholds, and to remove redundant and

uninteresting rules only.

We started our thesis by giving a background on data warehousing and data

mining, then we discussed different data mining algorithms and different pruning

methods used separately on different data mining applications. In the last chapter we

proposed our approach of iteratively applying the different pruning methods on already

mined association rules to filter out meaningless ones.

A lot more work could be done on introducing and applying more pruning

methods on association rules, and on studying the best sequence of pruning methods

application; furthermore, load balancing could be used in association rules pruning by

applying the pruning techniques on distributed databases to reduce the size of data under

operation and minimize the amount of data passing from one database to another over the

network. A graphical tool could be developed also to help users analyze the huge amount

of information extracted from their data warehouses.
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Appendix A

A.1 CBA Overview

CBA is a data-mining tool developed at School of Computing, National University of

Singapore. Its main algorithm was presented as a plenary paper "Integrating

Classification and Association Rule Mining" in the 4th International Conference on

Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD 98), August 23-27, 1998, New York City,

USA. CBA originally stands for Classification Based on Associations. However, it turns

out that it is much more powerful than simply producing an accurate classifier for

prediction. It can also be used for mining various forms of association rules, and for text

categorization or classification. It also solves a number of problems with the existing

classification techniques (e.g., decision tree, or neural networks, and many others).

Some of the unique features CBA has are:

1- Mining association rules from relational data or transactional data

2- Mining association rules with Multiple Minimum Supports

CBA has two types of mining strategies (Classification Mining & Association Mining),

which use two types of data (Relational Database Table & Transaction Data) as follows:
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Classification	 Association

Table Classification	 Table Association
Table

(*.data, *.names) 	 (*.data, *.names)

Transaction Classification Transaction Association
Transaction

(* . trc)	 (*.tra)

Table 4. Types of data

From the above matrices, we have 4 mining methods, and each method has its

own Data File Format. The following section will illustrate the method based on the

Transaction Association mining strategy.

A.2 Association Mining

Association Mining based on the Apriori algorithm (Agrawalt and Srikant 1994) is an

efficient way of discovering a set of association patterns in the transaction data

(Transaction Association). It's also possible to adapt this algorithm to work with a

relational table (Table Association).
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A.3 Transaction Association

This type of data does not have a fixed number of attributes. Each row of the data

is a transaction. The number of items in each transaction can vary. You could think this

type of data as items bought from a supermarket whereas each transaction records the

items purchased by a custom. The following is an example:

Ketchup, orange juice, tomato sauce, potato chips, beer, sugar

Onion rings, sugar, pamper, roses, Soya sauce, ketchup, cd

Cd, cigarettes, sugar, orange juice, beer, vase, oven

Newspaper, cd, battery, sweets, Soya sauce, rice

Rice, sugar, tomato sauce, apple, pamper, pacifier

The data format for association has the extension "tra". There is no name file for the

transaction type of data.

This is a normal type of data used in the association rule mining. With extension "tra",

CBA will know you are running this data in transaction association.
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A set of association rules will be generated.

Rule 1:
Orange juice = Y
->	 Ketchup = Y
(40%50%)

Rule 2:
Ketchup = Y
->	 Orange juice = Y
(40% 50%)

Rule 3:
Tomato sauce = Y

Orange juice = Y
->	 Ketchup = Y
(20%100%)

Let's explain one rule, say Rule]:

It means that if one buys orange juice, chances (confidence) of him (her) buying ketchup

is 50%(112). In association rules, there's no fixed class, and any attribute might appear at

the right hand side of a rule.

Data File Format: TraAssocType

A.4 Itemsets & Rules Generated from association rule mining

The association rule mining follows the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal and Srikant 1994)

works in two steps:

1- Generating frequent itemsets that satisfy the MinSupport and MinConfidence

2- Producing association rules
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The itemsets produced by the system can be saved in a file.; the extension for itemsets file

is "itm". The association rules produced by the system can be saved in a file; the

extension "an" is used for association rule file.

A.5 Running CBA With Single Support

This is the main learning engine for all the mining methods. Single Support means

that there will be only one minimum support during learning. This techniques can be

applied to the normal association rule mining, and also classification mining.

1) MinSupport, MinConfidence:

2) Rule Limit (a memory limit): Association rules generating algorithm has exponential

grow in nature. A hard memory limit is necessary to prevent the program runs beyond the

machine limit. Rule limit has direct connection with a machine's physical memory. In

general, if one set rule limit to 50,000, 4-5 MB memory will be allocated.

3) Num Conds: To constrain the length of generating rules. Long rules with 5 or 6

conditions are generally difficult to be interpreted.

A.6 Viewing Rules

This is one of the rule utilities. After a set of rules are generated from CBA. You can

choose to view it in an edit window. You can also manipulate the rules by using the

sorting utilities. Three types of sorting are available:

1) Sort by Confidence-Support: If rule A's confidence level is higher than rule B's, A

will be displayed first. If they have the same confidence level, the one has a higher

support level will be displayed first.
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2) Sort by Support-Confidence: This will consider support level first. If two have same

support, the one with higher confidence level will be shown first.

3) Sort by Support-Confidence Weight: Linear combination function (Support + (Weight)

* Confidence) is used to sort the rules. If 2 rules have the same value, the one with higher

support level will be shown first. User can input the weight.
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Appendix B

Source code

Loading text file into a table

String ls_path,ls_pre,ls_ after, ls_var'X',ls_percentage 1,1 s_percentage2
Integer ldbl_fiie,li_AntecedantCountO,li_ConsequentCountO
long ll_iine,li_row
Boolean lb_ok, lb_stop
Datastore ldsdata,lds_item

Ids data = create datastore
Ids_data.dataobject = 'dw_data'
Ids_data. settransobj ect(sqlca)

Is_path = trim(sle_path.text)
idbi_file fileopen(is_path,LineMode ! ,Read! ,shared ! ,replace!)
if idbl file > 0 then

do while trim(ls var) c"
11 row = ldsdata.insertrow(0)

do while left(trim(is_var),4) <0> 'Rule' and trim(ls_var) <0>"

fiieread(idbl_file,is_var) I/Read one line from file
is_Var = f_RemoveSpaces(ls_Var)
if trim(lsvar) " or trim(ls var) =z"t' then I/end of rule

lb—stop true
goto endloop // insert the rule in datastore

end if
if left(trim(is_var),4) = 'Rule' then goto endloop
If left(trim(is_var),2)	 '->' and not lb_ok and ieft(trim(ls_var),i) <>'(' then

is_var = f_remove_equal_y(is_var)
if Is—Pre =" then //antecedants separated by a comma

Is_pre = ls_var
else

ls_pre = is_pre +','+  ls_var
end if
I/counting all antecedants for each rule
iiAntecedantCount liAntecedantCount +

elseif left(trim(ls var), i) = '('then
ls_percentage i = mid(trim(lsvar),2,6)
I s_percentage2 = mid(trim(ls_var),9,6)

eiseifleft(trim(lsvar),1) <> '('then
ls_var fremove_equal_y(ls_var)
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is_var = f_remove_implies(ls_var)
if Is—after	 then //consequents separated by a comma

Is after = is_var
else

Is after = Is after + ',' + Isvar
end if
I/counting all consequents for each rule
li_ConsequentCount = li_ConsequentCount + I

lb_ok = true
end if

loop

endloop:
I/insert the rule information into the table

if trim(Is_pre) o and trim(ls_after) <> "and trim(ls _percentage l) 	 " and
trim(ls_percentage2)	 "then
Ids _data. setitem(l !_row,'antecedant',trim(ls_pre))
Ids data.setitem(llrow,'consequent',right(trim(ls_after), len(trim(ls_after)) - 1))
Ids data. setitem(l I_row,'support',dec(trim(ls_percentage I)))
Ids data. setitem(ll_row,'confidence',dec(trim(is_percentage2)))
Ids data. setitem(llrow,'antecedant_count',li_AntecedantCount)
ids_data. setitem(11_row,'consequent_count',Ii_ConsequentCount)

end if

II Reset variables
lb_ok = false
Is_pre =
Is after ="
Is_percentage I ="
ls_percentage2
!i_ConsequentCount = 0
liAntecedantCount = 0

if not lb_stop then Is_var'X'
loop
Ids data. sort()
Ids _data.update()
if sqlca.sqlcode	 0 then

Messagebox('Error','Error occured while saving!')
else

II Delete any garbage row
delete from rules
where RTRIM(antecedant)
or RTRI M (consequent) ="
or support = 0
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or confidence = 0;
commit using sqicA;
Messagebox(' Information','Process done successfully!')

end if
end if
destroy(lds_data)

Commit using sqlca; I/Save to database

Redundancy Pruning

integer Ii TesterCount,li TargetCount,li_TesterCounter,li_TargetCounter, licount,
liAntecedantCount, ii AntecedantCounter, ii ConsequentCount, li_ConsequentCounter,
li_del [100]

double	 ldblFileHandle	 , 1db! return
string Is_TesterAntecedants, ls_TargetAntecedants ,ls TesterConsequents, IsTargetConsequents,

las_TesterAntecedantsArray[ 10], Ias_TesterConsequentsArray [10]
boolean lb Hit
decimal { 31	 ld_Targetconfld_Testerconf

ldblFileHandle = fileopen("thesis. log",LineMode! ,Write! ,shared! ,Append!)

FOR Ii TesterCount =1 TO dsa_Target.RowCount() -
ls_TesterAntecedants = dsaTarget.GetltemString(li_TesterCount,'antecedant')
ls_TesterConsequents = dsa_Target.GetltemString(li_TesterCount,'consequent')
ld_Testerconf	 = dsa_Target.GetltemNumber(li_TesterCount,'confidence')

For li_TargetCount = li_TesterCount + 1 to dsa_Target.RowCount()
lsTargetAntecedants = dsa Target. getitemstring(li_TargetCount,'antecedaflt')
ls_TargetConsequents = dsa_Target.GetltemString(li_TargetCount,'cOflSequeflt')
ld_Targetconf dsa_ Target. Getltemdecimal(li_TargetCount,'cOnfidence')
fDecomposeString(ls_TargetAntecedants,las_TesterAfltecedantsArray[],

Ii AntecedantCount)
fDecomposeString(ls_TargetConsequents,las_TesterCoflSeciuentsAlTay[],

li_ConsequentCount)
liAntecedantCounter
lb Hit = true
do while Ii AntecedantCounter <= liAntecedantCount

if pos(ls_TesterAntecedants , las_TesterA flteCedantSArray[l i_AfltecedantCouflter]) = 0
then

lb Hit = false
end if
!iAntecedantCounter = Ii AntecedantCounter +

me
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if lb—Hit then
li_ConsequentCounter = 1
do while !i_ConsequentCounter < li_ConsequentCount
if pos(ls_TesterConsequents,las_TesterConsequentSArraY[I i_ConsequentCounter]) = 0
then

lb Hit = false
end if
li_ConsequentCounter = li_ConsequentCounter + I
loop
if Id Testerconf> (ld_Percentlmprove * Id_ Targetconf ) + Id_Targetconf then

lb Hit = false
end if

end if
if lb—Hit then

ldbI_return = filewrite(ldbl FileHandle,trim(ls_TesterAnteCedafltS) + ' U +

trim(ls_TesterConsequents) + V + string(Id_Testerconf) +" 	 "+ &
trim(1 s_TargetAntecedants) + = "+trim (ls_TargetConsequents)+' '+string(ld_Targetconf))
dsa_target.DeleteRow(li_TesterCount)
liTesterCount = Ii TesterCount -

exit
end if
next

Next
dsa_target.update()
Commit; I/Save to database
fileclose(ldblFileHandle)

return I



Loading the items' file into the table

String Is path,ls var ,ls_var2
Integer 1db! file, li_pos, li_len, Ii newrow, li_start, Ii end
Boolean lb_stop = false
Datastore Ids item

Delete from item _category
Commit using sqlca;

Ids item = create datastore
Ids_item.dataobj ect = 'dw_item_category'
Ids—item .settransobject(sqlca)

is_path = trim(sle_path.text)
if right(trim(ls_path),3)	 'itm' then

Messagebox(" Error! "," Wrong file extension, Please choose a file with 'itm' extension")
Return

End if
ldbl_file = fileopen(Is_path,LineMode! ,Read! ,shared ! ,replace!)
if 1db file> 0 then

do
fileread(ldblfile,lsvar) I/Read one line from file
lsvar = trim(lsvar)
if upper(right(ls_var, 1)) = 'Y' then

fileread(ldbl_file,ls_var2) //Read next line from file
if right(ls_var2,l) = 'Y' then

lb—stop true
else

li_pos = pos(ls_var, '')
linewrow = ldsitem.insertrow(0)
lds_ item. setitem(l i newrow, ! item ? ,trim(mid(ls_var ,2 , li_pos - 2)))
Ii start = pos(ls_var2, '() + 1
li_end = pos(ls var2, '%')
idsitem.setitem(li_newrow,'support',deC(trim(mid(ls_Var2,

listart,li_end - li_start))))
end if

end if

loop until lb—stop = true
end if
lds_item .update()
commit;
if sqlca.sqlcode = 0 then

messagebox('lnfo', Process done successfully')
else
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messagebox('I nfo',' Error occured')
end if

destroy(lds_item)
Close(parent)

Conviction Constraint pruning

integer li_TesterCount, li_TargetCount, ii TesterCounter,l i_TargetCounter, li_count,
iAntecedantCount,liAntecedantCounter,li_ConSeqUentCOUflt, li_ConsequentCounter

double	 ldblFileHandle , ldbl return
string	 ls_Antecedants, ls Consequents, ls_var, las_AntecedantsArray [10],

las_ConsequentsArray[ 10]
boolean lb Hit
decimal (3) 	 ldantsupport, ld_cons_support[ 101
datastore Ids—items

ldbl_FileHandle = fiieopen("thesis2. log",LineMode! ,Write!, shared! ,Append!)
Ids items = create datastore
Ids items. dataobject = 'dw_item'
Idsitems.settransobject(sqlca)

FOR li_TesterCount =1 TO dsa_Target.RowCount()
is_var =
is_Antecedants = trim(dsa_Target.GetltemString(li_TeSterCOuflt,'antecedant'))
Is_Consequents = trim(dsa_Target.GetltemStriflg(li_TeSterCOuflt,'Consequent'))
f Decompose String(ls_Antecedants,las_AfltecedafltSAlTaY [],I i—AntecedantCount)
f_ Decompose String(ls_ConsequefltS,laS_CoflSecluefltsAlTaY[] ,ii_ConsequentCount)

liAntecedantCounter = I
lb—Hit = true

li_ConsequentCounter = I
do while li_ConsequentCounter < li_ConsequentCount
IF ids items.retrieve(trim(las_ConsequefltsArraY [li_ConsequentCounter]))> 0 THEN

ld_cons_support[li_ConsequentCOUflte r] = lds_items.getitemdecimal( 1, "support")

else
LB HIT = FALSE
exit

END IF
1 i_ConsequentCounter = li_ConsequentCounter +

do while Ii AntecedantCounter < iiAntecedantCount and lb —hit true
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if Ids items.retrieve(trim(las_AntecedantsArray[Ii_AntecedantCounter])) > 0 then
ld_antsupport= lds_items.getitemdecimal( 1, 'support")

else
lb hit = false
exit

end if
li_ConsequentCounter = I
do while lb—hit = true and li_ConsequentCounter <= li_ConsequentCount
if ld_cons_support[li_ConsequentCounter] < ld_antsupport then

lb hit = false
exit

else
lsvar = Is_var + Ias_AntecedantsArray[li_AntecedantCounter] + +

string(ld_antsupport) + ','
end if

!i_ConsequentCounter = li_ConsequentCounter + 1
loop
IiAntecedantCounter = Ii AntecedantCounter + 1

loop
if lb Hit then

ldbl_return = filewrite(ldblFi!eHandle,ls_var + ".--> "+ trim (is_Consequents)
+	 + string(Id_cons_support[1]))
dsa_target.deleterow(li_TesterCount)
liTesterCount = li TesterCount -1

end if
Next
dsa_target.update()
Commit;
fileclose(ldblFilel-landle)
destroy(lds_items)

return I



Replacing items with their categories

Datastore Idsmain,lds_items
Long 11_count
Integer liAntecedantCount,
I i_ConsequentCount,l iAntecedantCounter,li_ConsequentCounter
String is_Antecedants, Is Consequents,  las_AntecedantsArray[ 10], las_ConsequentsArray[ 10],
ls_category[ 10]
Boolean lb hit true

Ids main = create datastore
lds_main.dataobject = 'dw_data'
Ids main. settransobj ect(sq Ica)
Ids main. retrieve()

Ids items = create datastore
Ids_items. dataobject = 'dw_item_categories'
ids items. settransobject(sqlca)

for 11—count = I to Idsmain.rowcount()
Is_Antecedants	 = ldsmain.GetltemString(l1_count,'antecedant')
Is_Consequents	 = ldsmain.GetltemString(1I_count,'consequent')
f_ Decompose String(ls_Antecedants,las_AntecedantsArraY [],I i—AntecedantCount)
f_ Decompose String(ls_Consequents,las_ConsequentsArray [], li_ConsequentCount)

liAntecedantCounter =
do while Ii AntecedantCounter < liAntecedantCount and lb—hit = true
IF ids items.retrieve(trim(Ias_AntecedantsArray[li_AntecedantCoUnter]))> 0 THEN

Is_ category [li_AntecedantCounter] = trim(lds_items. getitem string( 1, "category_category"))
else

lb hit = false
exit

end if
1 i_AntecedantCounter = I i AntecedantCounter +1
Loop
IiAntecedantCounter =
IsAntecedants ="
do while Ii AntecedantCounter <= liAntecedantCount

Is_Antecedants = Is Antecedants + ls_category[li_AntecedantCounter]+"
1 i AntecedantCounter = Ii AntecedantCounter +1

Loop
isAntecedants mid(ls_Antecedants, I ,len(Is_Antecedants) - 3)
lds_main. Setltem(ll_count,'antecedant',trim(lS_AnteCedants))

li_ConsequentCounter 1



do while li_ConsequentCounter <= Ii ConsequentCount and lb —hit = true
IF Ids _items.retrieve(trim(las_ConsequentsArray [li_ConsequentCounter]))> 0 THEN

Is — category [I  i_Conseq uentCounter] = trim(lds_items.getitemstring( 1, "category_category"
else

lb hit false
exit

end if
1 i_ConsequentCounter = li_ConsequentCounter + I
Loop
Ii_ConsequentCounter =
Is_Consequents
do while li_ConsequentCounter < li_ConsequentCount
ls_Consequents = Is_Consequents + ls_category[li_.ConsequentCounter] +1!,!

Ii_ConsequentCounter = li_ConsequentCounter + I
Loop
Is — Consequents  = mid(Is_Consequents, 1, len(ls_Consequents) - 3)
Ids_main. Setltem(I lcount,'consequent',trim(ls_Cortsequents))

Next
Ids—main. update()

ldsmain.retrieve()
f_prune I (lds_main,gdec_improve)

Destroy(lds_main)
Destroy(lds_items)
Messagebox("I nformation! ", "Process done successfuly")
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Applying templates

Datastore Ids _ Restrict iveTmp,!ds_InclusiveTmp
Integer Ii AntecedantCounter,l i_ConsequentCounter,!i_Ru!esCount,!i_RulesCounter
String las Antecedantsrest[20,2], IasConsequentsrest[20,2],
lasAntecedantsinc[20,2], las_Consequentsinc [20,2] ,Is_sql, ls_Antecedantsrest,
lsConsequentsrest,IsAntecedantsinc,Is_Consequentsinc , is_var
Boolean	 ibantrest

lds_RestrictiveTmp = create datastore
!ds_RestrictiveTmp.dataobject = 'dw_restrictive'
!ds_RestrictiveTmp. settransobj ect(sqlca)
!ds_RestrictiveTmp.retrieve()

lds_InclusiveTmp = create datastore
Ids_l nclusiveTmp.dataobject = 'dw_inclusive'
Ids_l nclusiveTmp.settransobject(sqlca)
!ds_I nclusiveTmp.retrieveQ

for li_RulesCounter = I to Ids_RestrictiveTmp.rowcount()
!asAntecedantsrest[liRulesCounter, 1] =
Ids _RestrictiveTmp.GetltemString(!i_RulesCounter'antecedant')
Ias_Consequentsrest[li_RulesCounter, 1] =
Ids _RestrictiveTmp.Get1temString(li_Ru1esCounter 'consequent')
IasAntecedantsrest[li_Ru!esCounter,2] =
Ids _RestrictiveTmp.GetltemString(li_RulesCounter,'Logical')
las_Consequentsrest[li_RulesCounter,2] =
Ids _RestrictiveTmp.GetltemString(li_RulesCounter,'logical')

next

for li_RulesCounter = I to lds_lnclusiveTmp.rowcount()
]as Antecedantsinc[Ii_RulesCounter, 1] =
Ids _I nd usiveTmp.GetltemString(li_Ru!esCounter,'antecedant')
las_Consequentsinc [liRulesCounter, 1] =
Ids _Inci usiveTmp. GetltemString(li_RulesCounter,'consequent')
lasAntecedantsinc[li_RulesCounter,2] =
Ids _InclusiveTmp.GetltemString(Ii_RulesCouflter,'lOgidal')
las_Consequentsinc[li_RulesCounter,2] =
ldslnclusiveTmp.GetltemString(li_RulesCouflter,'Iogical')

next

is_sql =is — oldsql
for Ii RuleCounter = I to 20
if trim(las Antecedantsrest[li RulesCounter, 1])	 " and (not

isnul I(las Antecedantsrest[li RulesCounter, 1])) then
if Ii RulesCounter = I then
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if trim(las Antecedantsrest[li RulesCounter,2]) = "And" then
lsAntecedantsrest trim(lasAntecedantsrest[liRulesCounter, 1]) + "%"

else
ls_Antecedantsrest trim(lasAntecedantsrest[Ii_RulesCounter, 1]) ± "%"

end if
elseif Ii RulesCounter> 1 then

iftrim(lasAntecedantsrest[liRulesCounter - 1,2]) = "And" then
ls_Antecedantsrest = Is Antecedantsrest + trim(las_Antecedantsrest[li_RulesCounter, 1])

+ %hI

elseif trim(las Antecedantsrest[li_RulesCounter,2]) = "And" then
IsAntecedantsrest = Is Antecedantsrest + " and antecedant not like '%" +

trim(lasAntecedantsrest[Ii_RulesCounter, 1]) + "%"
else

lsAntecedantsrest = ls_Antecedantsrest +" and antecedant not like '%" +
trim(las_Antecedantsrest[Ii_R ulesCounter, 1]) + "%"

end if
end if

end if
if trim(las_Consequentsrest[li_RulesCounter,1] ) <>" and

(not isnull(Ias_Consequentsrest[li_RulesCounter, 1])) then
if liRulesCounter 1 then

if trim(las_Consequentsrest[li_RulesCounter,2]) = "And" then
ls_Consequentsrest = trim(Ias_Consequentsrest[li_RulesCounter, 1]) + "%"

else
ls_Consequentsrest = trim(las_Consequentsrest[li_RulesCounter, 1]) + "%"

end if
elseif Ii RulesCounter> 1 then

if trim(las_Consequentsrest[li_RulesCounter - 1,2]) "And" then
ls_Consequentsrest = ls_Consequentsrest +

trim (las_Consequentsrest[Ii_RulesCounter, 1]) + "%"
elseif trim(las_Consequentsrest[li_RulesCounter,2]) = "And" then

ls_Consequentsrest = ls_Consequentsrest +" and consequent not like '%" +
trim(Ias_Consequentsrest[li_]ZulesCounter, 1]) + "%"

else
ls_Consequentsrest = Is_Consequentsrest +" and consequent not like '%" +

trim(las_Consequentsrest [ii RulesCounter, 1]) + "%"
end if

end if
end if
if trim(las Antecedantsinc [Ii RulesCounter, 1]) 	 " and

(not isnull(las Antecedantsinc[Ii_RulesCounter, 1])) then
if li_RulesCounter = I then

if trim(Ias Antecedantsinc[li_RulesCounter,2]) = "And" then
IsAntecedantsinc = trim(las Antecedantsinc[li RulesCounter, I]) + "%"

else
lsAntecedantsinc = trim(las Antecedantsinc [I iRulesCounter, I])+"%...
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end if
elseif Ii RulesCounter> I then

if trim(las_Antecedantsinc[li_RulesCounter - 1,2]) 'And" then
lsAntecedantsinc = is Antecedantsinc +

trim(las_Antecedantsinc [liRulesCounter, 1]) +
elseif trim(las_Antecedantsinc[l i RulesCounter,2]) = "And' then

lsAntecedantsinc = Is Antecedantsinc +" and antecedant like '%" +
trim(las_Antecedantsinc [Ii RulesCounter, 1]) + "%"

else
lsAntecedantsinc = Is Antecedantsinc + ' or antecedant like '%" +

trim(IasAntecedantsinc[Ii_RulesCouflter, 1]) + "%"
end if

end if
end if
if trim(las_Consequentsinc[li_RulesCouflter,l] ) <> " and

(not isnull(las_Consequentsinc[Ii_RulesCouflter, 1 1)) then
if ii RulesCounter = I then

if trim(Ias Consequentsinc [I i_RulesCounter,2]) = 	 "then
ls_Consequentsinc = trim(las_Consequentsinc[1i_RulesCOUflter, 1]) + "%"

else
ls_Consequentsinc = trim(ias_Consequentsinc [Ii RuiesCounter, 1]) + "%"

end if
elseif ii RulesCounter> I then

if trim(ias_Consequentsinc[i i_RulesCounter - 1,2]) = "And" then
ls_Consequentsinc = ls_Consequentsinc +

trim(las_Consequentsinc[li_RulesCOUflter, 1]) + "%"
elseif trim(las Antecedantsinc[li_RuieSCOuflter,2]) = "And" then

ls_Consequentsinc = ls_Consequentsinc ±" and consequent like '%"
+ trim(las_Consequentsinc[li_RulesCOUnter, 1]) + "%"

else
ls_Consequentsinc = ls_Consequentsinc - F-" or consequent like '%" +

trim(las_Consequentsinc[li_RuleSCOunter, 1]) + "%"
end if

end if
end if

next
if trim(ls_Antecedantsrest)	 "then

lsAntecedantsrest =" antecedant not like '%" + ls_Antecedantsrest
if right(trim(ls_Antecedantsrest), I) 	 " then

lsAntecedantsrest = Is Antecedantsrest +
Is_var = is_var + is Antecedantsrest +') and ('

end if
if trim(ls_ConsequentsreSt) 	 "then

ls_Consequentsrest =" consequent not like '%" + ls_Consequentsrest
if right(trim(ls_ConsequentsreSt), I) <> " then

lsConsequentsrest = Is_Consequentsrest +



Is_var = is_var + is_Consequentsrest +') and ('
end if
if trim(ls Antecedantsinc) c "then

IsAntecedantsinc = " antecedant like '%" + isAntecedantsinc
if right(trim(is_Antecedantsinc),1) <> " then

!sAntecedantsinc lsAntecedantsinc +
Isvar = is_var ± Is Antecedantsinc +') and ('

end if
if trim(is_Consequentsinc)	 "then

is Consequentsinc = ." consequent like '%" + is_Consequentsinc
if right(trim(is_Consequentsinc),i) 	 " then

Is_Consequentsinc = Is_Consequentsinc +
Is_var = is_var + ls_Consequentsinc +') and ('

end if

if right(1 s_var, 1) = '(' then Is_var = ieft(is var, ien(is_var) - 6)
if trim(ls var) c "then

Is_sql = is_sql + 'where ('+ is_var
dw_ main. setsqiselect( Is_sqi)

end if
dwmain.retrieve()
if dw main.rowcountQ <0 then

Messagebox(" INFO ","No rows where affected")
end if

cb_update_data.enabied = true
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